
Survey Results: Summer Amenities

 Survey Info - This survey was sent on behalf of the Incline Village General Improvement District to the FlashVote

community for Incline Village/Crystal Bay, NV.

These FlashVote results are shared with local officials

653
Total

Participants

633 of 1324 initially invited (48%)

20 others

Margin of error: ± 4%

Applied Filter:

All Responses

Participants for

filter:

648

Started:

Jul 24, 2023 1:36pm PDT

Ended:

Jul 26, 2023 1:33pm PDT

Target Participants:

All IV/CB

Q1 Looking ahead to the 4th of July celebration next year, which of the following do you think

are important to have here? (Choose all that apply, if any)

(620 responses)

 

Options Votes (620)

Pancake breakfast 47.3% (293)

Parade 59.2% (367)

Fireworks 63.4% (393)

Drone show 21.6% (134)

Live music 52.3% (324)

BBQ 32.3% (200)

Village green community fair 45.2% (280)

None of these are that important to me 8.4% (52)

Other: 10.3% (64)
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DRONE SHOW WAS WAY TOO SHORT HEARD ONE IN TAHOE CITY WAS 45 MINUTES, MAYBE THAT WOULD BE BETTER

Military helicopters

The celebration is so less festive now. It is sad. Miss the army band & helicopter performance.

either a fireworks display or drone show

Fireworks as long as they are provided/paid for by persons other than IVGID

Less restrictive beach access for friend’s & rental visitors

Drone shows are terrible

Beer & Brats and Wine & Cheese are great social, adult events which also serve as fundraisers.

Have gluten-free options available for those who can’t eat those things.

Navy airmen & frog exhibition on/in the shallows of the lake.

Fire Dept Pancake breakfast

A better Drone show or return to Fireworks. Drones are a better option.

Chose Fireworks - only if safe..

Military honors

Fireworks

No fireworks.

I miss the military display and paratrooper show

The drone show is not anything special.

Bring back Fireworks! Don't let The Left cancel the 4th of July!

Beach music

Need to improve parking and/or shuttle bus services

Wine and cheese event.

Pancake breakfast at the Fire House

Fire safety- as much as we love fireworks its irresponsible- New board of Trustees PLEASE!!!!

Real fireworks over the lake! We ended up spending out July 4th away from home in Incline (visitin
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Pararescue demonstration

Wine and Cheese fund raiser event.

It would be great, as a family of vegans in Incline, to have any event where vegan food is served.

Need more activities for the Village Green Community fail

Fireworks

Move the pancake breakfast away from the beach

Only Thanksgiving & Christmas are on a par with the 4th, and only the 4th warrants fireworks

Pararescue helicopter arrival at Village Green and demonstration over the lake at Incline Beach

Bring back more fair/carnival games!

Wine/beer tasting. I understand why the drone show despite people prefer fireworks

Keep it simple and small. Inthe years past there was way too ant activties.

Better control (traffic on 28) and cleanliness when outsiders visit

Close all parking spaces to visitors. Require IVCB resident sticker to access Lakeshore Blvd.

NO FIreworks show, not safe and both South shore and Zephyr were destroyed by trash/pollution

Return to actual fireworks!

Helicopter water rescue demonstration

Games for kids on Village Green

It was disappointing that so much was on Sunday this year

I would like the drone show if it were longer and more spectacular. It was boring, short this year

Pararescue/military flyby

Veteran’s Luncheon

wine tasting

Dint schedule events on Sunday morning

Eliminate all of it.

Airshow and heli landing

Have to clarify that the Fire Dept. pancake breakfast is specific to the festivities too.

Only the fireworks

Activities to honor vets

Beach music

Bring back the PJs!

Better drone show. 1st year was good, 2nd year was a dud.

Veterans Pancake Breakfast

Fewer people! Reduced crowd size.

Enforcement of parking policies

Without fireworks there is no celebration.

Go easy on the flags; This year it looked like we were paranoid!!

Fireworks

Sitting on the beach watching fireworks is awesome. Drone show was terrible

Q2 In general, which is more important to you at our beach venues, a wider selection of food

options or longer food service hours? (Choose ONE)
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(648 responses)

 

Q3 During the summer months, when do you think it is most important to have food service

open at Incline Beach? (You can choose up to THREE, if any)

(625 responses)

 

During music on the beach.

All week long

Fireworks

7 days - we were at Burnt Cedar this Sat. & the grill closed at 4:45. We had no food for kids!!
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Options Votes (648)

I’d rather have a smaller set of food options available during longer service hours 34.3% (222)

I’d rather have a larger variety of food options available during shorter service hours 14.8% (96)

Not Sure 14.4% (93)

Don’t really care about food options 36.6% (237)

Options Votes (625)

Food service at Incline Beach is not that important to me 30.6% (191)

Weekdays 31.0% (194)

Weekends/Holidays 44.6% (279)

Breakfast (before 11am) 3.0% (19)

Lunch (11am to 3pm) 55.7% (348)

Dinner (after 3pm) 23.0% (144)

Not Sure 4.6% (29)

Other: 7.2% (45)
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Food service is a commercial business endeavor which is prohibited by the beach deed.

Food is not that good. If better I’d purchase.

11am-6pm

I am a CB resident, no beach privileges...which is just fine with me

Daily 10am to 6PM

With food service comes more litter/trash

Who se z IVGID needs to supply food?

And bar all day

All the time dawn to dusk

How about 11:00-4:00 every day.

every day, please

I don’t care in that I don’t intend to eat at the beach

I can no longer go to the beaches because they're too crowded.

Offer food service after 3pm and during Music at the Beach days 4-7 pm Wednesdays and Fridays

The current employees at Incline Beach are hard workers...please take care of them

LONGER BAR HOURS

Dinner on Wednesdays and Fridays during live music

don't need any food at the beach

A variety of choices available for lunch and dinner every day of the summer.

during beach music & other events or classes

Anything vegan would be much appreciated.

11 to 6 Simple grill items and some healthier grab and go like pre-made wraps and salads

Food trucks could provide more variety and no financial risk like so many current IVGID F&B venues.

More reasonable prices!

Music on the beach should have longer hours. Allow food trucks

11-6 seem like good hours for the weekends in peak season, but the sales numbers should dictate

Stop closing the beaches at sunset, let us stay.

Food 12 to 6pm.

Lunch 7 days a week

Live in CB, not entitled to go to the beaches

What about utilizing food trucks? And repurposing the building as more of a clubhouse and bar.

Dinner. Every day s/b the choice

Food available from 11 am to 6 pm

Weekends

have food service open after 3 pm on Wed, Friday, Sat & Sun and holidays

Have food service during the music at the beach on Wednesday's and Friday's

Don't care. CB resident w/o beach access

Allow delivery services and food trucks. Shut down our grease pit/roach shack!

Later service during music nights. I hear people complain about food being closed during music.

The Hyatt has a new open air outdoor bar and kitchen built on their beach (The Nest Bar &
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Q4 Grill and Beach Service).

Which best describes your experience with it?

(643 responses)

 

It's awesome and we should have something on par with that or even better.

My opinion is irrelevant, because I don't have beach access.

This is Avery open ended question. Would like what was already planned by the previous board

The Hyatt’s got it. No need to duplicate.

Not IVGID's job to supply food

Not interested in food on our beach

The Hyatt sucks, I want nothing to do with it!

It would be nice if Kakeshore redo that didn’t have beach access could go

don't need it

Please don’t “Hyatt our beach service “

It's about $$$. Let's wait & see what they do 3 years from now.

Need to have financial projections, but with limited season, not likely to be worth the cost.

No need to go overboard. A nice clean site woudl be great

If it takes up parking spaces, not interested. Otherwise I wouldn't spend that much money.

Same concept…beach bar/food
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Options Votes (643)

Haven’t seen it 54.7% (352)

I’ve seen it and think something like that would be BAD on Incline Beach 8.6% (55)

I’ve seen it and think something like that would be GOOD on Incline Beach 20.2% (130)

I've seen it and I'm not sure if something like that would make sense on Incline Beach 12.9% (83)

Other: 3.3% (21)
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Not necessary to have on our beaches

The open air kitchen makes sense but it should be grab and go service not seated wait service

Just another layer of expense

How much would it cost?? There is not that much business at the food service area currently.

Best Thing on the beach at Tahoe. Too bad Hyatt is not local friendly.

Q5 Any other comments or suggestions about improving summer amenities here, including the

beach facilities (Ski, Incline, and Burnt Cedar)?

(264 responses)

Improve parking situation for residents.

Expanded bathroom facilities at Incline Beach to remove the smelly and unsightly Porta Potties. Expanded parking options at

Incline Beach, although I don't know how it would be done.

Keep up the great work

Let us BBQ on the beach

IVGID should not be in the food service part of our beach experience. They should do what they do well …keeping the

grounds pleasant.

We need to hire a catering manager not a cheif to manage the food venues, a good catering manager could easily handle our

venues with better food option than we got from a chef.

Food should be offered when Music on the Beach runs.

Plant grass, take out some trees, add bbqs and picnic tables at the west end of the concession building

Invest in the beaches! Make them a world-class amenity.

I believe IVGID should not be selling our amenities to people who don’t live here. Lacrosse is one ) I know the organizer lives

here but others dont. Today I found out of town bike riders camping and peeing in the exercise trail and aspen grove. Who

approved this? These are facilities that the residents support. Hope they paid an exhorbitent fee for using these places that

residents pay for.

IMPROVE in/out system but we have talked about that for years

Incline Spirits is the best!!!

Upgrade all facilities including snowflake lodge for summer.

There really should be food concessions available during Music at the Beach in Incline. Also, PLEASE keep Incline Spirits as the

bar and let Incline Spirits do the food concessions. The food was better and they were able to have a large selection AND
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longer hours.

Allow dogs at Ski Beach 7-9 am or after 7 pm

Build the best beach house we can get, with a bar, seating and great food, not some cheap shack

Upgrade the restrooms, please. Incline Beach and by playground at Burnt Cedar.

Build A MARINA

We need a pier or jetty. Something like the Hyatt pier.

Don’t skimp on the beach house. Build something we can be proud of, and something that will support an actual food service

and a larger bar. I’d like to see a roof deck that gives people other places and ways to enjoy the view.

Maybe if we had more trash bins the tourists might use them volunters to ask people to throw away their trash!

Open Ski beach to dogs 7-9 am and after 7 pm.

I really like the way parking has been handled on weekends for picture passes only. Keep that up. And Id like to see the boat

parking open to regular cars for parking on Friday’s during the summer at least open to regular parking at 3pm. If there are

open spots at 3 pm would be good. We were not allowed to park there at 3 pm, the boat parking lot was wide open and the

guy would not allow.

Let non resident employees use the beaches.

Sundry shops?

NO Need to change much. We have the most beautiful beaches in the world!

The laser show that precedes the drone show is extremely repetitive. Someone else set it best-- it's a 20-minute show that's

19 minutes too long. The music that was played during the laser show was not enjoyable. Last year, the drone show was just

okay. This year, it was extremely disappointing. Assuming the same is planned for next year, we will be going elsewhere to

see fireworks.

The bathrooms at Incline Beach need updating. What happened to the beach chairs? The drone show was such a huge

disappointment. This was our second year. Won't go with kids next year. Will travel somewhere else. Better and healthier

foods options at beaches would be great. Fourth of July should be incredible. It is so sad compared to 10-15 years ago. :( .

Diamond Peak could be utilized in the summer better. How about running the chairlift like Northstar for mountain bike riding?

Thank you.

Prohibit IVGID Board members from using any beach facilities. Send them all to SFO.

Have some community events (e.g. live music) at venues other than the beaches, since not everyone has beach access.

Allow dogs on ski beach for limited early morning hour or two on weekdays.

Build a break water for the boat launching and loading !!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!!

Safer foot traffic access. Walking upstream through cars is not safe.

Open the Diamond Peak parking lot to empty trailer parking. It is a usually empty and wasted summer asset that’s should

accrue to residents benefits. It will keep the town clear of empty trailers and obviate the need for all the no parking signs that

have been springing up.

The line to get into each of these venues is dangerous for pedestrians. Too many people and cars trying to get in at the same

point. It’s very confusing for non-car entry.

Better storage options for sups and kayaks. Current process does not work

Great attendants/entry this year. need larger indoor toilets year around.

Why aren't the beach facilities at Incline Beach updated/modernized like the facilities at Burdt Cedar?

Access gate at east end of Burnt Cedar property for walkers/ cyclists. Would sure be nice to utilize owned property at

Diamond Peak Ski Resort - rebuild Snowflake Lodge, improve trails for hiking/ biking, perhaps build and offer additional

downhill bike park riding with uphill lift access.

Are life vests available to rent at all 3 locations? Free Jet Skis would be nice.

I don't think that IVGID should be serving alcohol or licensing the sale of alcohol on the beach. It has really changed the beach

from a family environment to a party environment.

Let's dramatically improve the restroom and food and beverage facilities at Incline Beach.

Maintain the facilities that exist. We do not need new, flashy, facilities to attract more tourists.

Stop asking the same questions over and o er and get something g done!
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On weekends/holidays have the flashing light at the entrance to Ski Beach set to red on Lakeshore. This will allow for safer

movement of boat trailers & pedestrians to & from Aspen Grove across Lakeshore to the kiosk

Fireworks are THE most important part of every 4th of July celebration: “the bombs bursting in air, gave proof through the

night that our flag was still there.” If there’s another drone show, I’m taking my celebration and spending my money in other

parts of the lake that still believe in the flag. God bless America!

Do not man the gates during the winter

Revamp the restrooms at ski and Incline Beach

The Hyatt ruined their beach by building their bar practically on top of the beach. Please consider the impact of light noise

and litter when offering any amenities. Lake Tahoe is special for it's NATURAL attraction.

Parking is still a problem

Renovate the beach shack at IB. It’s embarrassing.

Thank you for NOT doing fireworks and instead supporting a quiet, colorful smoke-free and no trash celebration !!! Way more

“ patriotic “

I think it’s important to maintain strict accesses to residents

Bring back fireworks

Fireworks!

Please add more kayak racks!! Resolve the issue with TRPA and get it done!!

Food would have to be really good for me to bother buying at beach. I can pick up T’s, a pizza or bring my own picnic for a

fraction of the cost and have much better food that way. Why is there so much focus on food sold at the beach? Is it popular

and financially sustainable?

Is there a way to make use of the existing BBQ grills at the beaches rather than having them sit idle? Can they be converted

to (bring your own) propane?

Update the boat ramp with extra lane and a floating pier like the hyatt

Having cleaner trash bins. They’re gross.

Please replace the sand on the volleyball court nearest the bridge with deeper, higher quality sand. Right now it's compacted

like cement just a few inches down and has rocks in it, both of which cause injuries.

I think IVGID should run the Food and Beverage at the beaches. The profit on the alcohol must be insane, why give that

away? you don't do that at Diamond Peak or the Golf Course. I liked the designs completed a few years ago. I would like to

see one of those options completed. Bond for the improvements. the cost won't be something anyone worries about when

you bond it.

Would like to see snack bar updated at Ski Beach, similar to Burnt Cedar snack bar.

Stop having an about to be recalled Trustee hanging out there acting like she is in charge - that's not her job!

Have a real 4th of July celebration with flyover, rescue demonstration on the lake and fireworks! No stupid drones.

Parking for picture passholders only all the time. Period.

We’ve been enjoying the beach a lot this summer. We like the music and Barefoot bar. We appreciate the days when we have

priority parking!

Early consistent hours helps paddle boarders. More parking would help everyone. A foot washer at the beach, permanent like

at Ski beach or temporary on a 4x4, would be great.

Keep Trustees from meddling in the Day to Day Operations! Hire more Lifegaurds with better pay. And do NOT scale down the

Incline Beach House! Get the Beaches Master Plan done!!

Yes, build a restaurant like the Chateau or like Hyatt's outdoor venue. Fix the boat ramp and build a pier since the Hyatt is

becoming less and less local friendly.

The beaches are so crowded and popular with tourists during summer that I don’t think additional amenities are needed. It’s

becoming a bit like Disneyland.

Chair and umbrella rentals. Sell ice. Deliver drinks/food instead of waiting in line. More umbrellas at pool. More tables at pool.

quicker check-in. Maybe valet parking services.

Buy 6 heat lamps for the Grille at the Chateau patio and watch your revenues grow, especially in the Fall. Consider expanding

Grille hours to 8pm.

Stop trying to be all things for everyone, this is not Disneyland. Let people bring their own food. The question about hours and

food options needed more answer options. How about IVGID stops trying to spread itself into non-core businesses,
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concentrate on water, sewer, some recreation...keep Washoe County and developers from overbuilding. And REDUCE our

rates?

Food could be better.

Charge for parking at all of the beaches

Sunset dinner service on the pool deck at Burnt Cedar. Pre-fix price and menu, plated, with wine and servers. It would be

awesome!

I'm told that my guests can get into IVGID beaches if they have a copy of my punch card on their phone, even if I am not with

them. This should not be allowed; picture pass holders should be required to accompany their guests.

Limit to Incline property owners only

Bathrooms concession Incline Beaxh need improvement

Better control of crowds and parking

Use ski area parking lot for boat parking

Nope!

People anchoring their boats overnight or consecutive days on an unauthorized buoy off ski beach. Also people docking their

boat on ski beach when it’s loading/unloading only. Kids should not swim at ski beach. Could get hit by boat or jet ski.

Been residents and Beach users for 30 years. Beaches are run VERY well and the priority parking for Picture pass holders is

especially appreciated.

Bigger bar and more dedicated seating to eat/drink at Incline Beach given the BBQs are effectively shut down all summer

long now.

Having food service during the Wednesday and Friday music hours would be important. Parking always an issue during

summer peak days.

more parking for full time residents

udated grill and bathrooms

Limit the str access

foot washing station by the parking lot ... improved bathrooms ... uphold the no pop up rules and no paddle boards in the

swimming area

Incline Beach restrooms could use an update- We are NOT a country club, we are a community -- Dump Schmidts, Dent and

Tulloch- they are horrible - so detached from the pulse of our special community. Sorry for the rant...please don't block me

from future votes. :)

Have an ice machine available where you can buy ice

Allow Incline Residents that do not have beach access to have access to our beach concerts and burnt cedar pool.

Food delivery on the beach would be awesome :)

We need more parking, or remote parking with a shuttle for residents and their guests. Find a way to circulate out those

residents who take up the beach storage racks and never use their kayaks. Can you tag them and check to see who breaks

the tag? You shouldn’t be allowed to keep forever.

Our beaches are crowed enough with tourists, decreasing the tourists is what will help our beaches.

can residents go to the Hyatt's bar and beach service?

The incline beaches are not the airport or Disneyland. Please please keep any improvements simple

Can’t ever use the beach…too crowded.

I am opposed to major food upgrades at either beach. I definitely oppose any major expenditures at Burnt Cedar

Open the BBQ's during low fire season

The new pool and kiddie pool are great and well-designed. The food at Burnt Cedar is pretty expensive. It would be helpful to

have another "magic carpet" at ski beach for kayaks.

Getting Sara Schmitz and Matt Dent recalled would improve every aspect of IVGID

Leave it be. Keep the crowds down.

Parking priority for property owners.

Improve ski and incline facilities (Beach House, snack bar, etc) to be similar or better than Burnt Cedar
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Keep the beaches family centered with children and their safety always a major concern.

The food this year really has gone downhill. Disappointing.

Enforce no smoking. Clearly identify smoking areas.

Please get the restrooms updated at Incline beach!

Thanks! It is nice having bar service in addition to the food.

The DRONE show was a waste of money. Please bring back fireworks and community fun.

Need new snack bar and bathroom facilities.

keep it simple, it is about the beach and not food or music.

As of today, food service cuts off at 4pm which is when the music starts on Wednesdays and fridays. This is when we use the

beach the most but we can’t get food because it closes

Thanks for checking with the community.

Didn’t enjoy drone show

Remodel of the remaining restrooms - like ski beach to allow for year round use would be excellent, while some remodeling

would be good, and maintenance to address issues, we are not in competition with the Hyatt.

I do not believe building large food facility at the beach is the best use of our limited funds.

Ski beach needs more sand on volleyball court. Having a shower on bathroom for boat ramp would be nice. Increase car

parking spaces is necessary- stop red zoning everywhere!

Aaron Katz sucks

Please fix the bathrooms at Incline Beach. I'm most concerned with having clean, accessible and functioning bathrooms

(preferably year-round) over food service.

Need to improve the security during peak hours - esp 4th of July

Offer the preferred parking program daily, not just on weekends. Keep up the good work on enforcing the access restrictions.

Ski beach needs a complete revamp… it’s been on the drawing board (for how long I can’t begin to say).

The last time we were at Burnt Cedar (which was last summer), it was miserable trying to get into the water because it was

too shallow to swim. We decided to not return even though we used to really like it. Hopefully the water level is higher now

and the beach is now swimmable.

Beaches are so crowded in summer, so I rarely go there.

Having only photo id's cards using the parking lots on weekends is good and adding weekday would be excellent!

Build an awesome restaurant

More racks for kayaks, etc. for residents to rent. Bathrooms at Incline Beach are sorely in need of renovation.

More Parking or for picture pass holders only & beach chairs & loungers back plz

Let us bring our dogs just to hermit beach

Snack bar open later on music night

Require all boat trailers to be parked at Diamond Peak. Have Washoe County police enforce the rule. Parking boat trailers on

the streets is a safety hazard and should be illegal.

PLEASE, PLEASE, PLEASE REPLACE THE BATHROOM FACILITIES. iT IS DISGUSTING!

Open up racks so residents can store kayaks, etc. I have been trying to get on the waiting list for years. It seems like it is a

“who you know” thing an unfair. I spoke with someone who moved away and still has a rack.

LOVE the idea of something like the Nest at Incline beach!!!

Boat Pier with a bar; a lone eagle type restaurant. The Hyatt doesn’t care about incline and we should replicate what they do

so we don’t use the Hyatt !

The Laser / Drone show were a lot of fun, but there were not enough food options (more trucks needed), the bathrooms were

too far away (set up portable potties closer to the people). There was good stuff for kids, but a total miss for young adults.

The music + dancing should have been continued after the laser/drone show for young adults and others to enjoy.

Get rid of Music on the Beach. Too many drunk people either driving home or riding their bikes.
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keep beaches under our local control.

Reduce the number of visitors who come to Incline Village by eliminating short term rental property. In anycase, short term

rental property should be against zoning regulations in residential areas.

HWY 28 is out of control and people to heed; pack-in / pack-out rather than leaving rubbish!!!

Bring the chairs back

Someday, IVGID needs to take the 'Bull by the Horns' and improve the launch facility. ( I don't want to hear about TRPA )

Needs a pier and a breakwater !

I understand it is still way too crowded. Heard postal worker who no longer lives here is getting rec pass. How is this possible?

separate pedestrian and car gate check

Keep it simple and family oriented. Raised two kids here (from birth) and miss the small town family feel... bringing the kids to

the beach, spending the day with other families. It was the reason Incline Village was the perfect place to raise a family.

Reduce the price of entrance for guests of picture pass holders. Reduce the price of boat launch, I can launch unlimited at

Sand Harbor with my $30 annual senior NV state park fee. Seems like we have lost our way raising prices on everything for

the people who own the venues!

Allow dogs to swim on the small beach east of the boat ramp from early morning to 10am and then after 5pm

Just thankful we did NOT do a fireworks show. This area is at great risk for fire and clearly the pollution and trash is untenable.

Don't give in to the 'me, me, me' loud voices, the majority care about our safety and the environment

Beaches and gates need to be open at least through the END of sunset. Employees are locking gates before sunset in some

cases (burn't cedar)

Brainstorm and select a system which prevents congestion and blocking of the streets by people accessing the beach venues.

Perhaps a parking reservation system or expedited entrant processing system could be considered.

Open up one at least a portion of one of the beaches for picture pass holders to bring their dogs during limited hours.

No music.

LIMIT or Eliminate STRs on the beach

Healthier food options.

Why can't we have a variety of food and longer hours? Allow food trucks. Make a space for live music.

Better bathrooms, pedestrian entrance to beaches

These surveys are always written with a bias. Do better. Be more balanced and structure these questions better. Also, why

does the "food options at the beach" and the "time it is served" have to be an either/or? Questions written this way make it

clear no one is willing to get creative. You are limiting my options because you think they have to be limited. We have the

best beaches on Tahoe, with the exception of Sand Harbor, and our buildings look run down and we have to pee in a port-a-

potty. How is this even acceptable? Why isn't there a feet washing station so people don't have to bring all the dirt and sand

into their cars? And why are we being short-sighted here instead of reimagining what thi could look like in 10 years? 20

years?

Keep the resident parking only.

Incline beach needs bigger restrooms, showers, bar and food facilities along with outdoor seating area.

Please bring back the fireworks!!!!! Heard a rumor that ski beach will have an attendant Oct-apr. this doesn’t make fiscal or

practical sense. I know it isn’t for summer…but no forum to make the request. Love music at the beach.

Picture-pass-holder-only parking in the lots.

The Incline Beach building needs to be replaced

Let’s keep our food & drink options somewhat limited as to NOT attract non-residents!

Ban Sara Schmitz

Great to have beach amenities & improving ski beach bldg

Better restroom facility and better entry/exit/parking for picture pass holders only.

Better bathrooms at Incline Beach, more kayak, paddle board storage.

Based on the food and beverage report at the 7-25-2023 board meeting. The mountain golf course for the past 6 years had

an average of $91,000 in sales with only 18,000 visits. The sales at the beaches is $300.000 with 180,000 visits. 10 times the

visits yet only 3 times the sales when compared to the mountain golf course. Food at the beaches is not important.
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I think it is a bummer on how early the beaches are closed and gates are locked. I love sitting there and watching the sunset

and now I am worried I will get locked in! Bring back the Fireworks!!! Huge snow year, no drought. They are over water and

we are not in CA!!!

I have continued to be amazed at the poor manners frequently on display in IV, especially during the summer. Perhaps we

could consider more effort to somehow encourage people to clean up after themselves and leave their surroundings better

than the way they found them.

Everything is fine as it is.

The beach is still too crowded. IVGID allows anyone who has a punch card to access the beach. But "IF" the name or parcel

number of the resident was clearly printed on the punch card, there would probably be fewer instances of selling punch cards

for profit. If the punch card displayed the parcel owner's name and parcel number, you could audit abusers.

Reservations with residents having priority?

Better restrooms

I’d suggest y’all make an effort to justify and communicate the validity of Flashvote and your use of it. What makes you

believe this is a valid representation of our community?

Having no food options at the beach may cut down on beach visitors. Overcrowding is the reason I don't visit the beaches

anymore.

Sadly, we don't use our beach facilities very frequently anymore because of the busyness/crowded atmosphere. Maybe add

more kayak racks for residents.

I'm extremely opposed to the new beach pass policies. My niece her husband and two kids stayed with me for 2 nights and

exhausted a beach pass. The pricing is way to high and does not allow me to offer family time at the beach.

I ran into a problem at burnt cedar, trying to come in from a paddleboard. We can only launch and come in on the left side of

the beach. And a man, who said he had been there since 6 AM, I had all his paddle boards lined up so no one could launch or

come in on the beach. I move the paddleboard so I could have a space to come in and it didn’t go over well. Maybe a sign or

some thing saying “please do not store equipment here. This space is for launching and coming in only.”

Keep STR guests off the beaches but let residents and their families use them.

It would be great to have several wagons that can be borrowed at each beach and then returned.

Don't think a beach bar/restaurant is necessary. People know where to get food and drinks at both beaches.

As a long time local I've noticed the positive impact of the changes around beach access. The beaches have not been

overcrowded this summer and it has been amazing. Thank you for making the changes you did. My beach experience is back

to what it used to be. Positive.

Would love to see boat ramp improvements with a breakwater structure and loading and unloading docks. Maybe even a pier!

The new pool is great, but I'd like more food selection there.

Shuttle to the beaches or between beaches to reduce parking and traffic problems

Leave them alone. They’re fine.

Residents should be able to access after hours.

Your question about lunch services first were trick questions and second didn't function so I could make a comment.

Leave the gates open until 10:00 PM om warm summer nights.

Please dont schedule community events on Sunday mornings

Different vibe at the beach.. trash not being picked up.. cigarette butts, etc. What happened to our community? Everyone

seems to be angry and have an agenda? !!

Need to step-up security patrols at beaches as kids continually "jump the fences"....in large groups as they have no fear of

being caught-

continue no fireworks on July 4 foot washing station Burnt Cedar would be nice, near bathrooms

Nice bathroom facilities to meet demand. It's embarrassing we have a row of port a potties, that seem to have been there for

years.

Improve the punch card system. Make it easier to buy and print them online with scan codes or something.

Let’s get back lounge chairs and change out out dated grills to gas grills that can be used in the summer months. Let’s make

this a quality beach!

Hyatt pier being available to us again is a good thing. It needs more exposure. Not everyone knows this. I only found out

accidentally when I drove my boat over there and asked about it.
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Keep the beaches clean, supervised , and serve simple but tasty and good quality food at a fair price.

Not an amenity, but parking is always a problem. What are you dong to alleviate this? Also, please get a device to clean the

sand nightly.

Keep the Friday concerts.... Please keep reducing the amount of STR renters at the beach.

Paddle boards and equipment have been stolen from beach racks in the past so to improve beach facilities, the gates are

locked year-round for us locals who store our equipment at the beach year-round.

As a full-time IV resident, we love all the recreation activities! Thank you for making them great. We often travel in the

summer and rent our condo out. I am on a fixed income & this allows me to continue to live in Tahoe and make my life work

financially. PLEASE provide more access to the beaches for vacation renters! This summer we were only allowed 3 additional

punch cards with $91, which can only allow 5 adults one day at the beach. We have wonderful, respectful renters and want to

be able to offer them this very special beach amenity. Thank you!

Better quality food.

PLEASE FOLLOW THE BEACH DEED

I think the incline beach facility should be vastly improved (torn down and rebuilt)! (

none

I love the picture pass parking!!! Thank you, thank you

I have observed long lines at the food and drink facilities. Hire more help or figure out a way to be more efficient

Make the parking for picture pass holders only, all the time.

Limit access to residents and their ACCOMPANIED guests! No STR's, no tourists, no Hyatt guests. Limit all amenities (golf, rec

center, as well as boat ramp and beaches) except Diamond Peak to residents only

Lane closures and road work on Mt. Rose Hwy and 28 makes a bad traffic situation much worse over 4th weekend. Perhaps

see if Washoe could work around busy holidays?

Beach access should include employees. It's a big perk that attracts and retains staff. Let's show some gratitude and

appreciation in such a simple and small way.

I think it is super important to have more bathrooms, along with more food options.

I am not sure why the bar or amenities close so early during the summer

I would like to see reasonably priced food with decent quantity. Skip the selling of alcoholic beverages.

Something like The Nest, but better food and decent prices. The Nest is expensive and not very good. The value is not there.

If it's pricey, it should he delicious.

I’m happy with the amenities

Consider healthy food options , salads, grab-n-go ok with gluten free alternative s. Also would like to see local beer (Alibi

Brewing) served at beach

Really enjoy the preferred parking for Picture Passholders Friday through Sunday. The beach staff has been especially friendly

this year which is nice.

Recall Sara Schmidt and Mathew Dent!

Let's get on with the Diamond Peak Master Plan regarding adding summer amenities

Eliminate airB&B access to beaches, limit # punch cards to buy, I know some people sell them to outsiders, don't allow dogs

in winter, dry poop goes in lake when snow melts. Ugg

Consider upgrading Snowflake Lodge at Diamond Peak.

We should utilize diamond peak in summer recreation activities.

improved ingress/egress at all beaches. current ingress/egress is dangerous and impedes summer traffic flow on Lakeshore.

As a home owner, my beach pass funds have been cut in about half. So, I object to the current policy and will do my best to

change it

Pier and longer boat launch.

Rebuild the incline beach facility and raise it so the restrooms have enough force to stay flushing properly

Parking for Music on the Beach. Since it is now so popular and more people (than just residents) are being allowed in, the

parking is horrible. Somehow, be able to assess how many boats are REALLY going to be taking spaces after 4pm and allow

cars to park there.
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The Hyatt is closing so we need more food and drink options at our beaches in the next couple of years

Not serving alcohol at BC pool

The punch card system is cumbersome and a lot to comprehend…let’s overhaul it and make it simpler for everyone.

We should have much nicer bathrooms, food venue and bar at Incline beach. Burnt cedar and Ski beach bathrooms are nice

and I clone beach bathrooms and vendor area should be nice too. Also, if we could have separate pedestrian, bike, and

vehicle entrances at all beaches, it would be much safer for everyone, especially children. We should be encouraging bike and

pedestrian access to the beaches as much as possible so less people have to drive.

Grading the picnic area of Burnt Cedar beach

Simpler punchcard pricess

It would be great to have food service at Incline Beach during live music on Wednesday and Friday.

Before we consider expanding features that might draw more people to our beaches during peak periods, we need a plan to

better manage those numbers and the related parking and traffic issues.

The amenities are really great as they are! It might be nice in the summer if we could bring dogs down to the beach before

9am.

We can't be all things to all people, especially when fewer people want to work and it's hard to find employees. Our local

groceries and deli's already offer grab & go options and will develop "picnics to go" if there's demand. Focus on the property

and the physical assets. From what I understand, beach food & bev loses money. Think more gas station setup than fast food -

canned beverages, bagged snacks and candy. Self-service so minimal staffing is required and it's quick for customers.

Bring back the beach chairs

I like stricter admission policy.

We have great restaurants in Incline. Let them provide food supported by a reasonable delivery service…not like the crazy

price Azzara’s charges

Love the picture pass parking. I wish it could be enforced from July 1st through Labor day, seven days a week. That would

make locals and homeowners very happy!

Family parking in the beach lot with a 2 hour limit. Families with infants and PreK kids only go to the beach for a short time

and walking long distances is a huge burden for them.

Beach bar should close 1/2 hour later on music nights.

Figure out a way to keep gates open all the time so that kayaks/canoes can be unloaded at the beach rather than carrying

them all the way from the entrance shack! We usually use Sand Harbor because our own beach access is so difficult

None

We should use the Diamond Peak Ski area during there spring/summer/fall timeframes for the dog park and for other

activities. That is a great space and should be utilized.

Fewer AirBnb (and other short-term) renters should be allowed to use our community beach.

I think you folks do a good job- Might have made more to-do about tax rebate vs punch cards to have avoided folks not

"getting it"

Please bring back Incline Village’s long standing tradition of fireworks!

Limit the capacity of non-residents

The hyatt nest is a one season use of that building

The sand at Burnt Cedar is superior to that of Incline. I don't know if this could be rectified. Incline beach might just need to

be "groomed" to loosen it up and clean it of debris.

Where are the lifeguards? Is there anyone that monitors the beaches during the day for violations? There have been pop-ups

at water edge, dogs at the beach, etc.

Beach access should be reviewed to limit STR and multi owner properties from having almost unlimited access. Incline beach

is becoming a “Zoo”!

Please limit beach access to residents. Our beaches should not be used by vacation rental customers!

I don't think we should try to compete with Hyatt. Our snack bar needs an upgrade for sure. Maybe a hybrid of a "restaurant"

and snack bar. Let's renovate the structure and add more picnic tables..You can offer sit down service or walk up. This could

attract people who aren't at the beach but where would they park? Please think through this carefully and be prudent with

your spending. The golf course is losing F&B revenue so shouldn't we address that before adding/enhancing another food

venue?
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